Business Law Library

Comprehensive, easy-to-use legal resources at your fingertips
DAS Business Law Library provides a
comprehensive range of how-to business
and legal step-by-step tools, guides,
document templates, interactive checklists,
infographics and videos.
Why use DAS Business Law Library?
The library helps business owners stay on top of employing
staff and managing debts (including debt recovery). It also
provides tools you can use to quickly produce essential
business documents such as data protection, modern slavery
and health and safety policies.
It’s designed to be a continuous reference point for
information and help, including access to a legal and
tax helpline. It’s available 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year, and it’s all regularly updated to keep you
and your business one step ahead.

The key features
	Access more than 1,000 online legal document builders,
guides and business templates developed by legal
experts. Content includes everything from employee
contracts to health and safety policies to sexual
harassment policy to dismissal letters.
	Intuitive template editing with built-in e-signature
functionality for a fast and convenient way of signing
documents such as contracts or tenancy agreements.
	Invite colleagues to view, review and comment on
documents, making business due-diligence much faster
and easier.

The key benefits
	
Create ready-to-sign contracts, agreements,
and letters, tailored to your specific
business needs.
	
Huge range of library content available
24/7– saving considerable time and
expense dealing with external law firms.
	
Download legal documents from the
site, ranging from simple debt recovery
letters to employment contracts. The
service also provides useful tools, articles
and information on matters such as new
legislation, employment issues, property
law and taxation.
	
Constantly updated by legal and business
experts in line with the latest information
and legal changes.
	
Jargon-free guides that explain things
clearly, so it’s easy to find what you need
without having to be a qualified lawyer.
	
Employment information on topics such
as the working-time regulations, GDPR,
national minimum and living wage,
redundancy, disciplinary and absenteeism
procedures, and guidance on issues like
maternity and parental leave.
	
Tap into DAS legal advice (just a button
click away), as well as a ‘live chat’ function
to help answer any platform-related
questions on library content.

In partnership with

	Email alerts to keep you up to date with any recent
changes in law, legislation or regulation.

Please refer to your policy document for the code to download a range
of free documents from dasbusinesslaw.com.
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